Letter F Activities

Finger Paint Fish

What You Need:

- Contact Paper
- Tissue Paper
- Googly Eyes
- Yarn
- Glitter
- Finger Paint
- Sponge (For Sponge Paints)

What You Do:

- Cut out the construction paper in the shape of a fish and give all of your kids a cutout. Let them use all of the above materials to create their own creatures.

Idea:

For Fire Safety let your children paint and draw with charcoal

Tissue Paper Frogs

What You Need:

- Paper
- Tissue Paper
- Finger Paint
- Paper Towel Tubes
- Sponge (For Sponge Paints)
- Coffee Filter

What You Do:

- Give each of your children a cut out of a frog. Have them cut out eyes and other features from paper. Next have them use tissue paper squares to glue to the paper to form a neat frog design. For added effect dye a coffee filter to make a lilly pad.
Idea:
Have your children step in paint and walk across a piece of butcher paper barefooted they can then cut them out or make designs on their feet.

Fireworks Art

What You Need:

- Paper
- Paint
- Straw
- Sponge (For Sponge Paints)

What You Do:

- Have your children sponge paint the sky on a piece of paper. Then have them put red and yellow paper on the paper and blow it with straws. This creates a neat fireworks like effect.

Fire Truck

What You Need:

- small box
- Paint
- Glue
- Various Other Art Supplies of Your Choice

What You Do

- Give your children a box and art supplies and let them design their own fire truck.

Fabulous Flags

What You Need:

- Paper
- Glitter
- Finger Paint
- Paper Towel Tubes
Sponge (For Sponge Paints)

What You Do:

- Give each child a pendent shaped (triangle) shaped piece of paper. Let your children cut out different shapes to glue on their unique flags. Next have them paint and add glitter to their flag. When they are done with creating their flags have them glue them to paper towel tubes.

Fire Dog

What You Need:

- Construction Paper
- Glue
- Paint (and perhaps sponges for painting)

What You Do:

- Give your children precut shapes of different colors and have theme create their pets by gluing the shapes together however they want. They can then use paint to finalize the masterpiece.

Shaken Confetti Fish

What You Need:

- Paper
- Glue

What You Do:

- Have all of your children rip up small pieces of paper and put them in a garbage bag. Then have then cut out a sea animal shape. Next, have them cover the shape with glue. Finally, they can put the animal (with glue still wet) in the garbage bag and shake it. The confetti will stick to the glue.

Paper Plate Fishbowl

What You Need:

- Tissue Paper
- Googly Eyes
- Yarn
- Paint
- Glitter
- Paper Plates
- Plastic Wrap

What You Do:

- Cut off the top of a paper plate to make it look like a fishbowl. Have them create an aquarium scene on the bottom of the plate. Then have them cut out fish shapes and attach to the bowl.

Paper Bag Fish

What You Need:

- Paper Lunch Bag
- Paint
- Tape
- Yarn

What You Do:

- Give each of your children a paper lunch bag. Have them paint the bottom third of the bag. Next fold the bottom of the bag to form a point (tape it). Tie the open ends of the bag together and with yarn. Now your children can add a fish face and you have a cute fist.